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Ruling expected on lawsuit
By Tatiana Zarnowski, September 3, 2003

A ruling on the free speech lawsuit against Shippensburg University may be filed within the next two weeks. 

A ruling on the free speech lawsuit against Shippensburg University may be filed within the next two weeks.

Following a recent hearing in Williamsport, U.S. Middle District Judge John E. Jones III told attorneys for the two plaintiff 
students he would file the opinion shortly.

In the suit brought by junior student Walter Bair of Doylestown and recent graduate Ellen Wray of Washington, D.C., the judge 
either can decide to dismiss the suit altogether, grant the plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction or do neither, says 
David French, attorney for the non-profit Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, which brought the suit.

Granting a preliminary injunction would mean the university is not allowed to enforce its student code of conduct while the suit 
moves through the courts. Bair and Wray contend the code is unconstitutional because it allegedly infringes on students' free 
speech.

In his order to dismiss the university as a defendant in the suit, Jones invoked the 11th Amendment, which says states are 
entitled to immunity from suit. University President Anthony Ceddia remains the sole defendant in the April suit. University 
spokesman Pete Gigliotti said the decision was expected.

French agreed, saying the decision "means nothing.

"It was expected that this would happen and does not relate" to whether the lawsuit is valid or not. The issue was whether or 
not Shippensburg University, as part of the State System of Higher Education, was immune from suit as a state body.

"That's why in addition to suing the university, there's a lawsuit against the president in his official and individual capacities," 
French says.

The State System of Higher Education is paying for Ceddia's defense.

Wray and Bair said in the lawsuit they were involved in political organizations on campus and got into class discussions where 
they expressed conservative views they feared other students would consider racist, sexist or homophobic. 
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